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2015 EXO Travel Thailand - Sustainability Report 

1. Introduction 
 

EXO Travel has a very strong commitment to responsible tourism and sustainable development in all destinations. EXO 

and its people therefore strive constantly towards more responsible business practices and to increase the positive 

impacts on communities and environment, while decreasing the negatives ones.  

In 2012, the EXO Foundation developed the first responsible travel policy for the group, which was the starting point 

of EXO’s commitment, the focus was on improving the main negative impacts of travels and was addressing mainly 

actions along the value chain. The Group, realizing the complexity and the huge work of capacity building and 

sensitization required in house to achieve its sustainability goals, agreed to run for a certification process that would 

enable to address also internal management improvements, provide a clear and logical framework, and would as well 

act as a credible external evaluation and acknowledgement of our efforts.   

EXO Travel Group committed to Travelife in April 2014 under EXO Foundation’s supervision, which elaborated a 

strategy for its implementation across 5 countries.  A sustainable coordinator was hired by the Foundation to initiate 

the program in the 5 countries. Soon realizing that complying with 245 indicators required a stronger commitment, it 

was decided to hire one junior sustainability coordinator in each country, who would 

is trained and advised by the EXO Foundation to implement the Travelife process in 

each country.  In October 2014, a first intern acting as the sustainability coordinator 

for EXO Thailand was hired for 6 months, this position was then confirmed in a full 

time regular position and a new SC continued the work to achieve certification in 

February 2016.  

The Travelife certification is GSTC accredited, and tackles in 245 criteria the internal management, the supply chain, 

the destination management and customer communication. The Travelife online platform functions as a log frame. 

The Responsible Travel Policy was enriched in the light of Travelife requirements and served as the baseline 

engagement. The document is articulated around 7 main strategic goals: 

1. We commit to our people 

2. We fight against corruption 

3. We respect human rights  

4. We care about the environment 

5. We involve our supply chain 

6. We support community development and involvement 

7. We care about our customers. 

Complementary key guidelines were elaborated: the EXO Travel Ethical 

Code, directing the way EXO Travel does business and providing guidance 

in the decisions making process to assure an ethical business 

environment.  

The Guidelines for Wildlife Viewing and Protection, developed upon 

review of several international organizations recommendations’ 

Figure 1 Tips for Responsible Travels 

http://www.travelife.info/index_new.php?menu=home&lang=en
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(TRAFFIC, WCS, WWF, Elephant Asia, ABTA) addresses animal conservation and welfare issues and identifies best 

practice and those to avoid.  

The EXO Tips for Responsible Travels (former EXO Cares Booklet) is targeted directly at travelers, providing useful and 

necessary information about cultural aspects, ethical travel choices, consumer behavior, environmental issues and 

responsible options for shopping (list with fair trade/organic shops).  

All of these documents can be found on EXO’s responsible travel website: 

http://www.exotravel.com/exotravel/story/responsible-travel/ 

EXO Travel Thailand 

HQ Bangkok, Thailand 

Operational Offices: Chiang Mai and Phuket 

EXO Travel Thailand is sharing its office in Bangkok with EXO Group. Therefore, all implementations/trainings in the 

office benefit not only EXO Travel Thailand, but also the HQ on a group level.  

 

Employees EXO Thailand: 92 85 Thai (92%) 7 Foreign (8%) 

Female/Male Ratio EXO Thailand 77 Female (84%) 15 Male (16%) 

Management EXO Thailand: 10 5 Thai (50%) 5 Foreign (50%) 

Female/Male Ratio Management EXO Thailand 6 Female (60%) 4 Male (40%) 

   

Employees EXO Group: 38 23 Thai (60%) 15 Foreign (40%) 

Female/Male Ratio EXO Group 21 Female (55%) 17 Male (45%) 

Management EXO HQ: 11 0 Thai (0%) 11 Foreign (100%) 

Female/Male Ratio Management EXO HQ 3 Female (27%) 8 Male (73%) 

 

Sustainability Team 

 

Within EXO Thailand, the Sustainability Team (STeam) has 

been established and meets every 2-3 weeks to discuss 

sustainability issues. In December 2015, the local STeam had 

7 members from HR, Inbound, Product, Operation, MICE 

Departments and 1 member from EXO Group.  

The local STeam members are EXO’s sustainability 

ambassadors within the company. They support the SC in 

spreading the message, sharing information and coordinate 

certain implementations. By sharing information within their 

teams and motivating co-workers to engage, the STeam plays 

a crucial role in the internal management of sustainability 
Figure 2 STeam EXO Travel Thailand 

http://www.exotravel.com/exotravel/story/responsible-travel/
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implementations. Topics discussed, focused for example on paper use, energy consumption, waste production or 

motivational strategies for staff. Minutes are reported after each meeting and shared amongst all staff (available on 

EXO24). 

The following report summarizes EXO Thailand’s efforts towards responsible tourism development during 2014 and 

2015, providing detailed information on the main actions implemented. The Travelife sections as mentioned above 

will function as a guidance throughout this report and action points will describe the progress, but also potential 

problems and setbacks. The 2015 sustainability report creates a better overview of EXO Thailand’s current position, 

which will in return help to identify necessary steps for the coming year 2016. 

2. Internal management 

2.1 Internal management: social policy & human rights 
 

The internal regulations are currently being updated, but are expected by be finished by the beginning of 2016. This 

document will provide detailed information about rules and regulations, but also about rights for all employees. 

Besides all relevant labor laws and protocols, the internal regulations will also include the responsible travel policy and 

the ethical code, and tips for responsible business practices, such as waste management, energy/water/paper saving 

measures, sustainable purchasing and EXO policies about specific forms of tourism or excursions (e.g. sex tourism, 

visits to schools/orphanages). Once ready, the document will be shared amongst all EXO Thailand staff and will be 

available on EXO24.  

The very first responsible commitment in the RTP says “We commit to our people”, ensuring human rights and fair 

working conditions, providing equal opportunities, training possibilities and free expression for all staff.  

Equal opportunities  

EXO Travel Thailand ensures that there is no discrimination of any kind at any level within the company. Employment 

decisions are merely made on quality and qualifications, not based on gender, age, race, origin, sexual orientation, 

marital and parental status or any other form of distinction. This aspect is addressed in the responsible travel policy 

and will be included in the new integral regulations.  

Health and Safety 

In 2015, a health and safety committee has been re-established within EXO Travel Thailand, after it had fallen apart in 

2014, due to staff changes. Fire Drill: Every year (between June - August), the building management organizes a fire 

drill. The building management also organizes a yearly training specifically for the Health & Safety Committee 

regarding the case of fire emergency (emergency flags/emergency exits). The Committee knows about the procedure 

in case of emergency: Fire extinguisher, first aid kits, emergency exits, emergency flags at the exits, keep everyone 

calm, make sure everyone leaves the building in case of a fire (check toilets/kitchen/storage and meeting rooms). 

Moreover, the team is responsible to ensure that fire extinguishers are regularly checked (By health & safety 

committee and the company providing them, Modern Safety Chemical). There are 2 first aid kits, 6 fire extinguishers 

and 2 fire hose cabinets in the EXO Thailand office. 

A first aid course was organized by the Red Cross Thailand on 26 October 2015 with 11 participants. This course will 

be organized every two years.  
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Employee Benefits 

The contract of the employee states: "At the end of the year, the Company may, at its discretion, decide to pay to the 

employee a bonus in consideration of the overall quality of his/her work accomplished in the reference past year. This 

bonus will be equal to one month’s pay".  

EXO Thailand also provides the possibility for Thai employees to become part of a 'group saving fund', so called 

Provident Fund. This is not compulsory and employees enter on voluntary basis. The employee saves a part of its 

monthly salary (usually 5%) and the employer adds at least an equal amount to this fund. (Less than 3 years - 0% of 

investment, 3 > 5 years - 50%, 5 > less than 7 years - 75%, more than 7 years - 100%). In case of death, retirement or 

'total' disability the employee (or family) will receive 100% of the money invested by employer and himself.  

Travel Consultants (sales staff) receive additionally a quarterly share of the net profit. 2% of the net profit from their 

individual bookings will be shared. 

Trainings and personal development possibilities 

Yearly EXO Academy Trainings: 

Company vision, mission, values, culture 

EXO 7 core values and 11 habits - inspiration, motivation, time management, negotiation, performance 

management, effective decision making, travel consulting training, customer care,.... 

Trainings: 

Webinar Training: for sales and product employees, introduction of new products in EXO destinations.  

Tourplan training: techniques and procedures in using the software which is the most important tool for sales staff to 

work with. 

Manager meetings: exchange and sharing of experience, current issues and innovations among managers and key 

staff. 

Yearly FAM trips are organized to make staff from the inbound, product 

and operation departments aware about EXO products and to inspire 

them. Additionally, one day inspection trips are organized.  

 

 

 

 

Sustainability Trainings 

This is the core job of the SC to train all staff to empower them so they integrate sustainability considerations in their 

daily activities at work and at home.  

Sustainability Team meetings: 2-3 weekly, various issues about sustainability 

Moreover, to train staff continuously about responsible tourism and sustainability we send regular messages, 

examples, case studies, announcements and best practices through various media: the Exo foundation Facebook, 

EXO24 (intranet system), presentations or posters. All new staff is following a sustainability introduction session, held 

once a month.  

Figure 3 EXO Staff on Inspection 
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In September 2015, EXO’s Big Sustainability Game has started, with a monthly quiz 

and/or mission, played together with Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar. This 

game addresses different issues, such as climate change, helping & promoting local 

communities, ChildSafe, biodiversity, EXO’s Responsible Travel Policy,… So far, between 

10% and 25% of staff have played each month and prizes are given for each 

quiz/mission, for example organic, fair trade food, reusable lunch boxes, or fair trade 

toiletries.  

EXO has also developed 6/19 sustainability questions for sales staff when going on 

inspections. These questions can be asked on a voluntarily basis.  

More trainings for sales staff on these questions will take place on a regular basis in 

2016.  

 

2.2 Internal Management: Environment and Community Relations 

 
EXO Travel has implemented a monitoring tool within its intranet EXO24, because it is the company’s belief that “only 

what is measured, can be improved!” In this tool, EXO Thailand monitors its paper, energy, and water consumption, 

as well as waste production (recyclables and non- recyclables) and staff flights (CO2 emissions).  

Paper Consumption 

EXO Travel TH is currently using 100% recycled paper, produced in Thailand from Theppattana Paper, 70mg per 

sheet. EXO Printing Policy is implemented and communicated through poster with 5 paper tips: 

1. Always print on both sides 

2. Go digital - read, send and store documents digitally 

3. Use scrap paper for personal notes 

4. Use font-type Garamond or Calibri, size 11 and reduce margins 

5. Recycle 

Reduction of paper use in BKK office, according to the monitoring tool 

 

 

Figure 4 EXO's Sustainability Game 

Figure 5Paper Consumption BKK Office 
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The BKK office has reduced the use of paper by almost 16% between 2014 and 

2015. Costs have reduced extremely, but also because of the change of paper 

supplier. In 2015, the BKK office has used 675 Ram, over 130 Ram less than in 

2014.  

16% are equivalent to 5.600 pages less per month! In 2014, EXO printed around 

35.000 pages per month, which is equivalent to 4 trees per month! In 2015, EXO 

printed around 29.400 pages per month, equivalent to 3.5 trees1 and saved 

4183,53 $. 

Paper use in the Chiang Mai and Phuket offices only started to be monitored in 

September 2014 and therefore cannot be compared between 2014-2015. 

CNX Office: 65 Rams used in 2015 

Phuket Office 56 Rams used in 2015 

A new online filing system has been introduced in December 2015, storing all 

bookings online to reduce printing further. 

ACTION PLAN: By the end of 2016, EXO Travel Thailand is planning to reduce printing by another 30%. This will be 

achieved through the new filing system and training amongst staff.  

Promotional Material 

Around 92% of all brochures (or other promotional material) are printed in Vietnam. Few printing companies in 

Vietnam have international certifications such as ISO 14001. EXO’s main supplier in Vietnam is Tropika Artwork Co. Ltd 

(http://www.tropika.vn/). EXO has been working with Tropika to assess its level of sustainability, a questionnaire has 

been sent and followed up by a formal interview. Its main partner factory where all orders are produced has been 

inspected by EXO’s sustainability coordinator in Vietnam. No brochures are printed in bulk in Thailand. If EXO Thailand 

does print (in small amounts) promotional material, Co Paper is used. Co Paper is ISO 14001 certified, uses 100% 

recycled fiber, has FSC Recycled Credit and is TCF - Totally Chlorine Free. During 2015, EXO Travel has reduced print 

quantity by more than 30% across all group print.  This has been achieved in two ways: 

Customer management through email/database.  By better segmenting of existing clients and offering them digital 

versions of key publications with large print volumes, the amount of printed brochures and guides has been reduced 

by more than 30%. Quantity needed for brochures are evaluated based on targets and quantified based on the existing 

customer databases. Printing is done every year and stock adjustments are done at that moment if needed. EXO has 

stopped printing BtoC brochures and has replaced those brochures by mailings. All printed brochures, guides and 

booklets will have a digital version that will be instantly available on PC, Laptop, and Tablet & Mobile.  These versions 

will be actively promoted through email communication and on the EXO website. Digital versions will be available mid 

of 2016. 

EXO Tips for Responsible Travels: Stock is managed through the internal software or excels reports sent to the Exo 

Foundation every quarter.  

Since 2015, 100% of all promotional material is printed on recycled paper. 

                                                           
1 http://www.papercut.com/products/ng/manual/common/topics/sys-environmental-impact.html 

EXO Travel 

Thailand has saved 

6 trees in 2015 
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Energy Consumption 

In 2014, an energy reduction policy has been developed, providing guidance for staff on how to reduce energy 

consumption. Energy consumption has decreased by around 7% between 2013 and 2014, from 115.285 kWh to 

108.304 kWh, saving 1030,17 $. Between 2014 and 2015, energy consumption has however increased by 1.25 % to up 

to 109.654 kWh. EXO TH is currently trying to get more information from the building management about the exact 

energy consumption calculation for the office. EXO Chiang Mai has reduced its electricity consumption by 8% between 

2014 and 2015, from 7075 kWh to 6686 kWh, saving 174,74 $. Phuket has increased its energy use by around 23%, 

from 6297 kWh to 7685 kWh.  

 

Figure 6 kWh 2013 - 2015 BKK Office 

In the Bangkok office, 100% Philips Lifemax TD-L are used currently, which is a T8s light bulb. We have implemented 

an automatic switch-off system for all computers and screens (besides for marketing and IT, since these departments 

have to download files/have programs running over night). All screens turn off after 20 minutes being not used, all 

computers turn off after 120 minutes.  

ACTION PLAN: EXO Travel Thailand will reduce its energy consumption by 5% in 2016. This will be done by additional 

energy saving IT equipment, education and training for staff and collaboration with the building management.  

Water Consumption 

In 2014, a water reduction policy has been developed, providing guidance for staff on how to reduce water 

consumption. Between 2013 and 2015, EXO Travel Thailand has reduced its water usage in the Bangkok office by 

almost 30% from 3666 m3 to 2569 m3, saving 685,62 $. The Chiang Mai office has reduced its water consumption by 

50% between 2013 and 2015, from 122 m3 to 61 m3. Due to increased water prices (from 19.20 THB per m3 to 38.52 

THB per m3) no costs could have been save. Phuket has increased its water consumption by 26%, from 66.3 m3 to 84 

m3 per year.   
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EXO Travel Thailand is currently communicating with the building management about the calculations for water 

consumption for the BKK office. It has not been possible for now to install any percussion taps, flow restrictors, dual 

flushes, or aerators.  

ACTION PLAN: In order to decrease energy/water consumption, EXO Travel Thailand needs clarification from the 

building management about the exact calculation of office usage. The goal is to reduce EXO’s water use by 15% in 

2016.  

Waste management 

EXO Travel Thailand is separating recyclable and non-recyclable waste, paper/cardboard boxes, glass and plastic 

bottles, batteries and soda can tabs. Recyclables are collected by the maid and sold on by her to the informal street 

waste collector.  

Recyclables BKK 2015:   1063.6 kg 

Non- Recyclables BKK 2015:  4158.1 kg 

Figure 7 Water Usage EXO BKK 

Figure 9 Water Usage EXO Phuket 
Figure 8 Water Usage EXO Chiang Mai 
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It is not possible to collect food/organic waste, due to a lack of facilities. Coffee grounds are used to fertilize plants 

within the office. Paper/cardboard is collected individually and also recycled. Batteries are also collected and disposed 

every 2-3 months in the nearby shopping mall Silom Complex, Central Department store. EXO Travel Thailand is now 

using 100% biodegradable garbage bags, paper cups/plates for staff parties and reusable breakfast boxes for staff. 

Furthermore, all plastic water bottles for clients have been changed to Namtip eco-crush bottles with 35% less plastic 

and 100% recyclable. Ink and toner cartridges are refilled through the usual suppliers. The Original Fuji Xerox 203A 

Toner Cartridge (CWAA0649) is an ECO cartridge. Until December 2014, old calendars/magazines were donated to 

schools for blind people, however due to the amount of donations region wide, it was not possible for EXO Travel 

Thailand to donate any material anymore. It has been recycled since then.  

ACTION PLAN: During 2016, EXO Travel Thailand is planning to reduce non-recycle waste by 15%. This will be achieved 

through continuing training and information for staff and motivating all staff to use reusable bags/cups/bottles.   

Carbon Offsetting: staff flights 

EXO Travel is currently in communication with Nexus in order to set up a carbon offset program. In 2015 EXO staff 

has produced 34.71 tons of carbon, which will be offset.  

Sustainable cleaning products 

Since 2015, EXO Travel Thailand is using vinegar, baking soda and scented oils for cleaning surfaces in the kitchen and 

toilets. To drain the office pipes, the maid has developed her own recipe using tamarind and other natural products.  

ACTION PLAN: EXO TH is currently trying to find more responsible options for dishwashing liquid and soap, which is 

available in suitable quantities and considering cost effectiveness. This process will be finalized by March 2016 in 

cooperation between the SC, HR/Admin and the maid. 
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3. Product Department 
 

3.1 Accommodation Suppliers 
 

Communication: The first “Sustainability in Action” campaign was sent out in February 2015 through mailchimp. The 

first and second reminder email to 70% of our top suppliers, 376 hotels (by room nights) was sent in May and again in 

July (through email). The campaign included a link to the RTP, the contract addendum, a link to the sustainability 

questionnaire and a link to Travelife.  

Responsible Contract Addendum: The Responsible Contract Addendum is send to all suppliers and required to be 

signed. It covers basic requirements regarding business ethics, environment & biodiversity and cultural heritage. By 

December 2015, 46%, 174 hotels out of 397 have signed the contract addendum. It is sent to all new suppliers and to 

suppliers when contracts are renewed. 

Sustainability Survey and Inspections: EXO Travel has, in supervision by EXO Foundation, developed a thorough 

sustainability questionnaire for all accommodation suppliers. This survey consists of 35 questions on 4 individual 

capacities:  Internal management/HR and socio-economic benefits towards local communities, environmental 

protection, communication to guests and heritage conservation. The questionnaire is designed to help EXO Travel to 

better understand the level of commitment of hotel partners and to provide support if required. Moreover, it also 

intends to suggest initial guidelines to suppliers who wish to become more responsible, in order to provide some 

guidance towards the integration of sustainability in their daily business practices and operations. By December 2015, 

only 37 respondents have filled in and completed the sustainability survey. The SC went on 24 sustainability 

inspections, however 15 of these 24 inspections were part of FAM trips and therefore could not really focus in depth 

on sustainability (either not enough time or not the right person to talk to was present). 20 hotels have been rated as 

responsible in Tourplan, the internal booking system of EXO. These 20 hotels are either Travelife (6) and/or Green 

Globe (15) certified. So far, the process to find a ‘responsible’ hotel in Tourplan is still not very convenient, but it will 

be simplified, in order for sales staff to easily recommend responsible options to clients. 

Inspections: By the end of 2015, the SC has been on 9 sustainability inspections. The sustainability questionnaire and 

an internal rating scheme help to identify the level of sustainability within the accommodation sector. In order to gain 

sufficient information during such inspections, it is generally necessary to meet either with management, HR and/or 

in-house technicians. When gathered in-depth information, the internal rating scheme is validated by EXO Foundation 

as a neutral third party. Each hotel will be assessed on social responsibility and environmental friendliness. Once rated 

as ‘responsible’ in one or both of the classifications, hotels will be identified as such to EXO clients with two individual 

icons. Please see more information on the icons in chapter 5 ‘Communication’. 

ACTION PLAN: This process (email reminder, link to RTP, and questionnaire) will continue during 2016, with focus on 

the top 20 hotels (regarding room nights). By end of March 2016, all top 20 hotels located in Bangkok will be inspected. 

Hotels outside of Bangkok will be further approached through emails and telephone conversation in order to finalize 

the assessment. No hotels have been validated by EF so far, but this process will start in February 2016. The Tourplan 

function to highlight and find ‘responsible’ suppliers will be developed further and simplified until end of March 2016. 

Specific trainings for sales staff regarding responsible suppliers will follow during May – September 2016.  
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3.2 Excursion Suppliers 
 

Similar to accommodation suppliers, EXO Travel also wants to engage with all excursions suppliers and ground handlers 

in terms of sustainability.  

No-Go excursions: In 2015, EXO has prepared a list with sensitive excursions/destinations and a list of No-Go activities. 

So far, the NO-GO Excursion list focuses on school/orphanage/children center visits, animal shows and commercialized 

long-neck villages. Sales and product departments have been informed and are aware of concerning issues. Email 

templates, which are addressed at clients requiring such attraction have been developed and shared. 

ACTION PLAN: This list needs to be updated and regularly communicated within product and sales departments. EXO’s 

policy according to NO-GO excursions needs revisions. Currently, EXO TH is not promoting any of the listed tours, 

however, facilitates the logistics, such as transport. By July 2016, all excursions offered by EXO will be evaluated 

according to that list, in order to ensure that EXO does not offer any harmful activities.  

Communication: In September 2015, the sustainability campaign (email) to 100% (72) of all our excursion suppliers, 

including ground handlers was sent out. Since then it has been followed up twice with the top 70% of suppliers. The 

first email had a link to the “Sustainability in Action” campaign, our RTP, the responsible contract addendum and 

Travelife. The responsible contract addendum, the same as the one used for accommodation suppliers is also available 

in Thai.  

Responsible Contract Addendum: So far, only 19 out of 72 (70% of top suppliers) have signed the contract addendum. 

For 2016, it is planned to follow up on the addendum. Whenever new suppliers join EXO or if existing partners renew 

their contracts, the addendum will be send. 

Sustainability Questionnaire: Similar to the sustainability survey for accommodation providers, EXO Travel has under 

guidance from EXO Foundation, developed a detailed questionnaire for excursion and tour suppliers. Since excursions 

are so diverse regarding to transport, destination, community engagement, catering, activities and logistics, much 

attention needs to be paid on the assessment of such suppliers and each survey needs to be addresses and adapted 

individually.     

ACTION PLAN: During 2016, special focus will lie within the assessment of excursion suppliers. In order to facilitate and 

simplify the process, suppliers recognized for being responsible will be assessed first. Additional attention will be paid 

on existing EXO Tours. The SC will join in-house inspection tours in order to gain knowledge and experience. Potential 

difficulties: language barrier, understanding of ‘sustainability’ within the supplier side, diversity of excursions/tours. 

Tours visiting either local communities or national parks/sensitive natural environments need to be carefully assessed 

and considered. It is planned to work more with responsible suppliers, such as Local Alike, Siam Rise, CBT-N: Research 

during 2016 (certifications, awards, …).  

 

3.3 Elephant Camps 
 

All elephant camps, EXO is working with will be assessed according EXO’s guidelines which have been developed with 

various NGOs. A thorough questionnaire has been developed, focusing on animal welfare issues, but also on internal 

management and working conditions, environmental impact and benefits for local communities. 20 camps have been 

informed about EXO’s RTP, sustainability and the elephant camp questionnaire through telephone conversations and 

email. 2 of those camps have answered the questionnaire, 8 camps have been inspected. Inspections are announced 
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and conducted by the SC. All camps which have been assessed and will be validated by EXO Foundation with support 

from experts and NGOs between January - March 2016.  

ACTION PLAN: During the first quarter of 2016, more elephant camps in the Bangkok/Kanchanaburi area will be 

inspected. All inspected camps need to be validated by EXO Foundation. An overview with detailed information will 

then be given to management and later sales/product departments.  

Carbon Offsetting: customers’ flights 

EXO Travel is currently in communication with Nexus in order to set up a carbon offset program. The option to offset 

one’s carbon production will also be available to clients from beginning 2016 for domestic/inter-regional flights. 

ACTION PLAN: During the first quarter of 2016, an agreement with Nexus will be finalized and EXO will start to offset 

its carbon production. This option will moreover be included on a voluntary basis for clients in Tourplan. Staff 

trainings on this issue will take place between May and July 2016. 

 

4 Operations Department  
 

4.1 Tours Guides 
 

All EXO guides are licensed guides and have followed specific training provided by the government. No written 

contracts in place for the guides, of which all are hired on a freelance basis. Guides generally come to the EXO office 

to pick up a ‘job order’, providing information about guide fee, expenses, time/date, TAT guide report and EXO guide 

report. Guides are paid above the minimum of the legal requirement for wage labor (300BTH/per day). During low 

season, trainings for guides are regularly organized: EXO Training (polices, products, values & rules, sustainability 

issues), first aid trainings, field trips for new products. During 2015, 8 trainings were held during low season with 

between 10 and 25 guides joining each. In October 2015, the first ChildSafe training was held in Bangkok where the 

first 24 guides were trained. This training will be repeated for more guides during low season 2016. The new guide 

handbook has been shared amongst guides, giving information about sustainability issues, EXO Values, work 

regulations and conditions. So far, 62 guides have joined first aid trainings, 24 in Bangkok and Chiang Mai and 14 in 

Phuket. 

ACTION PLAN: During low season 2016, more trainings with specific focus on responsible tourism will be organized. 

Furthermore, more ChildSafe trainings will take place, inviting more guides to join. In order to follow up on trainings, 

and recognize potential lacks/issues/shortcomings, questionnaires will be distributed before/after trainings. Through 

specific surveys, EXO will be able to understand certain issues and adapt/change future trainings.  

 

4.2 Drivers 
 

All drivers belong to external companies. Specific guidelines, including the section ‘Responsible Standards’ and safety 

guidelines have been shared and are attached to each contract. EXO is also organizing trainings for drivers on safety 

and sustainability issues. 
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ACTION PLAN: Assess level of sustainability among transport suppliers and develop/enforce more responsible options 

if possible till September 2016. 

4.3 Operational Procedures 
 

Water Bottles and refreshing towels for clients 

During 2015, EXO Travel Thailand has changed water bottles for clients to eco-crush bottles ‘Namtip’, with 35% less 

plastic and 100% recyclable. In 2015, EXO TH has given 80.000 water bottles to its clients, more responsible options 

are planned for the future (pilot project in Cambodia with refilling stations in hotels). Refreshing towels have been 

changed to non-coated, single layered wrapping.  

 

5 Communication  
 

EXO Tips for Responsible Travels 

The former EXO Cares Booklets has been re-named and re-printed in a new, now 3rd version. It is now called Tips for 

Responsible Travels. It is available in English, French and Spanish and is given to the tourists arriving in Bangkok, Phuket 

or Chiang Mai. In 2015, 4092 copies of the booklet were handed out to clients (English: 3080, French: 680, Spanish: 

332). It contains various sections: 

Cultural tips: information about the Asian culture and etiquette. Advice on how to respect local communities and their 

traditions and customs in order to guarantee enjoyable experiences for both hosts and guests.  

Environmental Tips: Tips on how to minimize negative impacts on environment and biodiversity, yips to save 

water/energy and reduce pollution.   

Tips on how to benefit local communities: 7 ChildSafe Tips, List with responsible fair trade/organic shops, tips to buy 

responsible souvenirs. 

Responsible Suppliers: As introduced in chapter 3 “Product Department’, all suppliers will be assessed on their level 

of sustainability and commitment to responsible tourism. In order for EXO clients to make an informed decision on 

responsible options, two icons, one for socially-responsible and one for environmentally-friendly have been 

developed. These two icons will be used for any promotional material, such as the website, newsletters, pro-guide, 

emails,… By hovering over each icon, the customer will get more information on why this property or tour is rated 

responsible. In order to guarantee credibility of the assessment, EXO Foundation functions as the third-party assessor, 

who will be responsible for providing icons for certain suppliers. The process of representing responsible suppliers 

with these icons will start in the first quarter of 2016. 

   

  

 

 
Figure 10 Social-Responsible Icon Figure 11 Environmental-friendly Icon 
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CSR Activities 

In 2015, EXO Travel has, through its MICE departments facilitated one very successful and responsible CSR event for 

clients, which will be used as an example activity for future groups. The clients has supported the Gift of Happiness 

Foundation, which is working with poor and refugee communities in Thailand by donating school uniforms instead of 

gifts to the group (with their logo). They used a video of the charity during their event and auctioned their promotional 

material at the end to another donation. Additionally, they organized a beach cleaning activity. 

 

Figure 12 Gift of Happiness Thank you Card 

ACTION PLAN: By May 2016, EXO Travel Thailand is planning to create a list with responsible options for CSR events. 

Instead of the traditional, and from EXO not considered as responsible, building of schools or teaching for English for 

two hours, EXO wants to offer meaningful experiences which benefit the local communities and the clients. EXO Travel 

Thailand is planning to work further with organizations, such as Gift of Happiness, but at the same time provide other 

options with other organizations.  

Souvenirs and Give-aways 

ACTION PLAN: EXO Travel Thailand is planning to develop a list with responsible souvenir/give away options for clients. 

Products could for example be purchased from fair trade shops, such as the Thai Craft Fair. By April 2016, an additional 

list to the traditional gift list will provide information on what is available and what are the benefits to local producers.   

Networking 

In 2015, EXO has joined the Travelife/PATA/TO working group, with 2 meetings (April and June 2015). Within this 

working group, common issues, such as No-Go excursions, suppliers’ assessment, child protection issues, wildlife 

welfare issues and others are discussed. EXO’s CEO, Olivier Colomes has been invited as a guest speaker on 

Sustainability at PATA Academy held in December 2015. 

Moreover, EXO has been working with specialist and organizations concerning various issues, such as EARS and World 

Animal Protection. In 2015, EXO also became a member of TAP, Travelers against plastic. In December 2015, a 

ChildSafe presentation for EXO management took place in Bangkok and EXO Travel will become ChildSafe certified in 

the beginning of 2016.     
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ACTION PLAN: Research for potential ‘responsible’ tourism networks within Thailand, e.g.  TEATA.  


